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Part One: Usage (50%) 

(Complete each sentence with the best choice in terms of its meaning and structure.) 

1. 	 One definition of a hero is someone with courage, and strength. 

A. 	 cruelty B. nobility C. cowardice D. deception 

2. 	 Mountains and rivers are like my own body. Taking this green land away is like cutting a piece 

of from me. 

A. 	 paper B. fleece C. flesh D. field 

3. 	 The video clip of the celebrity's sexual scandal went on the Internet. 

A. 	 viral B. vital C. virtual D. visible 

4. 	 Being __ to the thoughts and feelings of others makes it easier to understand their problems. 

A. 	 indifferent B. compassionate C. spontaneous D. empathetic 

5. 	 The freeway is now to motorists after it was blocked off by a huge landslide yesterday. 

A. 	 available B. incredible C. impassable D. accessible 

6. 	 In Germany, __ leave is generous, but many women drop out of the work force once they 

have children. 

A. 	 maternal B. paternal C. official D. personal 

7. 	 I think the director of this fihn is a He is so creative and intelligent. 

A. 	 gangster B. genius C. freak D. joker 

8. 	 Environmentalists encouraged farmers to live and work in with the Amazon ecosystem. 

A. 	 conflict B. opposition C. dispute D. harmony 

9. The public began to discontent in June this year because of rising electricity and gas 

pnces. 

A. exhibit B. conceal C. advocate D. surpass 

10. Chien-Ming Wang is a household name in Taiwan because he has made many television ___ 

for various products. 

A. 	videos B. commercials C. shows D. appearances 

11. 	Luckier people work in wealthier societies and are among the rich the poor. 

A. 	together with B. far from C. in tune with D. rather than 

12. The human body is 73 percent of water and 206 bones. 

A. 	engaged in B. resulted in C. made of D. owed to 

13. We had to _ the meeting because the export manager missed his plane. 

A. 	call for B. call off C. set up D. break down 

14. 	Success in a large company __ having a great leader and a steady market. 

A. 	leads to B. turns up C. depends on D. derives from 
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was forced to ~_ 

A. step down B. go astray 

because he was unable to cope with the city's financial crises. 

C. set off D. take office 

16" Researchers pointed out that the average number of yearly weather-and-climate-related disasters 


in the 1990s was twice the 1980s. 


B. much of C. those of D. that of 


17 You had better take the umbrella with you in case it __ this afternoon. 
c 

A. is raining B. would rain C. rains D. has rains 

18. Robotics is another area the once unreal is now taking shape. 

A. when B. where C. which D. why 

19. There is a risk that the longer people put off growing up, __ it will eventually be. 

A. the more hardly B. the easier C. the better D. the harder 

20. Taiwanese songs are pleasant to the ear, not only because they are melodious, ___ because 


they reflect a unique aspect of daily life. 


A. but also B. except for C. as well as D. especially 

21. The worker took a long drag of the cigarette, he were taking in a breath of relief. 

A. if only B. as though C. even if D. as long as 

I22. Giobalization ShOUld also keep service prices in check, when manufacturing went 

offshore. 

A. just asH did B. so is it C. as well as it does D. so much as they did 

23. In their annual meeting with Bill Gates, even ____ would not hurt as much as seeming to be an 

idiot. 

A, shouting at B. to shout at C. being shouted at D. much to shout 

24. Shareholders have for years accepted that "fat cat" bosses paid themselves more or less 


they liked. 


A_ whenever B. whoever C. wherever D. whatever 


25. A single bacteria, the right conditions, divides rapidly into colonies of billions in one day. 

A. given B. to give C. having given D. which gives 

Part Two: Cloze Test (200/0) 

Anyone who uses the Internet on a daily basis is familiar with Google. com. 26~. not 
everyone knows of the story behind it. In 1998, two computer-science majors, Lany Page and 
Sergei Brin, used their 27 in computers to come up with a new way to organize and search 
through web sites on the Internet. They wanted to turn 28 they had learned in school into 
something practical. With little money, these two student entrepreneurs started their own 
company. At first~ their company was very small. They operated the business 29 a 
small garage and had only a few employees. Three years later, their company had more than 
1,000 workers and had become world famous, 30 over $ 1 billion a year in profits. They 
represent the true success story, and their company continues to impact the world. I 
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26. A. Accordingly B. Therefore C. However D. Similarly 
27. A. ignorance B. faculty C. strategy D. expertise 
28. A. that B. what C. which D. when 
29. A. away from B. in between C. out of D. opposite to 
30. A. making B. made C. to make D. being made 

How often do you eat chocolate? If you answered "every day," you may ~ 31 chocolate. 
But does eating too much chocolate cause any real health risks? The popular opinion of chocolate 
is that it is a fattening food that gives you spots, and contains no 32 qualities. The fact is, 
chocolate does contain saturated fat. This type of fat can 33 heart disease by increasing 
levels of bad cholesterol in the blood. 34, scientists at the University of California have 
discovered that chocolate also contains high levels of chemicals called phenolics, also found in red 
wine, coffee, and tea. Some phenolics, 35 in small amounts, are believed to lower the risk 
ofheart disease. In this sense, eating chocolate may be both good and bad to our health. 

31. A. addict to B. add to C. be to addict D. be addicted to 
32. A. additional B. nutritional C. essential D. believable 
33. A. attribute to B. result from C. contribute to D. call up 
34. A. As a result B. As usual C. In fact D. On the other hand 
35. A. to consume B. if consumed C. when consuming D. consmning 

Part Three: English Writing (300/0) 

Write a well-organized, long paragraph defining or discussing your biggest problem or ambition 

in college, 

L____________________. 
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